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A Message From  
Our Chair

A Message From Our 
Artistic Director

The Board of Melbourne Writers Festival is 
immensely proud of the stunning program crafted 
by Marieke Hardy and the MWF team. Melbourne 
Writers Festival 2018 was a genuinely exciting 
and bold literary arts festival. Its vision and the 
depth and breadth of change and creativity were 
evident. Audiences were excited by the fresh 
offer, buying more tickets, more quickly than at 
any other time in the history of the Festival.

We thank the giants of literature who were 
part of it, including Tim Winton, JM Coetzee, 

Michelle de Kretser and Maria Tumarkin; the fine 
journalists from Ronan Farrow to Masha Gessen; 
and the songwriters, scriptwriters, bloggers and 
activists who made it a truly unique Festival.

We are extremely proud of delivering a program 
that was human, emotional and literary — and we 
can’t wait to see what the team will deliver in 2019.

John Jerome Myers 
Chair, Melbourne Writers Festival

When I was lucky enough to get this job I was very 
clear about the fact I had no intention of making a 
conventional writers festival. What we did differently 
was ask our traditional audience to push creative 
boundaries and experience words and stories in 
alternative ways, without losing sight of all that is 
loved and trusted at Melbourne Writers Festival.

The theme of this year’s Festival was ‘A Matter 
of Life and Death’. Over ten days we came 
together to interrogate myriad aspects of 
those two particular bookends and what it is 
to be human — impermanence, fluidity, love, 
loss, letting go, survival, acceptance, grief, 
celebration and joy. We learned what it is to listen 
to multiple facets of lived experience — but not 
only to listen, but also to try to empathise.

We reflected on what it is we all reach for in 
order to survive. What a comfort it can be when 
we see ourselves reflected back in the pages of 

another, who in their own way, also wants to 
be seen and understood. Writers and audiences 
have told us that we created a space for diverse 
voices and experiences to be heard and felt.

I really do hope you enjoyed MWF18. I hope you 
stepped outside your comfort zone, I hope you 
listened, I hope you were gently and pleasantly 
surprised, I hope you celebrated words and writing 
and art, and most of all I hope you found unique 
and important pockets of empathy and connection. 
And if you weren’t there I hope this report gives 
you inspiration to come along next year. 

Read on for more highlights, insights and 
discoveries we made during MWF18.

Thank you for taking this journey with us.

Marieke Hardy  
Artistic Director, Melbourne Writers Festival
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2018 Program 
Highlights

World-Class Writers 
With world-class writing talent from Australia 
and abroad, Festivalgoers stepped from one 
great session to the next. MWF18 featured 
giants of fiction, cutting-edge journalists, 
celebrated poets, brilliant biographers and 
bright new talent in writing across all its forms.

There was an incredible audience appetite 
for Pulitzer Prize–winning journalist 
Ronan Farrow, winner of the Nobel Prize 
in literature JM Coetzee, journalist and 
Black Panther comic book author Ta-Nehisi 
Coates, popular author and comedian Kathy 
Lette, local hero Tim Winton, Trainspotting 
author Irvine Welsh, and Michelle de Kretser 
who took home her second Miles Franklin 
Literary Award within the Festival season.  

Other sold-out sessions included television 
critic for The New Yorker Emily Nussbaum, 
a performance of Maxine Beneba Clarke’s 
poetry, an exclusive live recording of the Pretty 
for an Aboriginal podcast series with Miranda 
Tapsell and Nakkiah Lui, songwriting icons 
Paul Kelly and Neko Case, author David 
Neiwert on the rise of the radical right in 
the US, and journalist Behrouz Boochani live 
by satellite from Manus Island. Boochani’s 
book No Friend But the Mountains topped 
the Readings bestseller list for the season. 

The Power of Words to Survive  
and Heal
The Festival ignited a powerful writing 
community willing to share in solutions 
and ideas. Under the theme of ‘A Matter 
of Life and Death’, MWF18 tackled survival, 
mortality, heartbreak and healing. 

The How I Survived series featured friends 
and colleagues sharing how they held each 

From robust discussions and powerful readings,  
to performance-style theatre and music events.  
There were celebrations, eulogies and an Animal Church, 
and the program was lauded as diverse and engaging.

other through times of challenge. At Therapy 
Couch sessions, prominent writers and their 
creative therapists openly offered audiences 
tactics for overcoming blocks of all kinds. 

Unique pairings across the Festival included 
Syrian architect Marwa Al-Sabouni with 
local artist Ben Quilty discussing conflict 
and the refugee crisis, and former African 
child soldier Fablice Manirakiza exploring 
the healing power of music with his mentor, 
Paulie Stewart (Painters and Dockers). 

Honest, emotional and stimulating conversations 
left a lasting impression on audiences and artists. 

Music, Performance and Art
MWF18 celebrated all the ways writing is 
experienced through music, performance and art.

Iconic Australian songwriter Paul Kelly 
performed songs based on the poetry of others, 
before a conversation with writer and poet 
Maxine Beneba Clarke. People flocked to the 
Duets series, which paired emerging Australian 
singer-songwriters with friends and mentors in 
discussion and impromptu live performance. 
Our Staged series showed audiences pared-down 
performances, cutting-edge spoken word, and 
dramatic monologues in intimate settings.

Elsewhere, the immersive experience Funeral 
Parlour asked attendees to write their love letters 
to loss, a team of tattoo artists inked literary 
passions to punters’ skin, audiences sketched 
Festival authors and artists, and a literary dance 
class was set to a book-inspired soundtrack.

New Writing 
Brand-new writing was commissioned, read 
and performed across MWF18. Australian 
and international writers embraced the 
opportunity to develop new responses to the 
Festival’s theme with specially-written work.

MWF18 hosted an international line-up for the 
last ever Women of Letters. There were also 
eulogies to careers lost (Yassmin Abdel-Magied, 
Yumi Stynes), reflections on lives well lived (Steve 
Kilbey, Cate Kennedy, Ed Moreno), and moving 
reflections on youth, loss and experience (Jessie 
Cole, Majok Tulba, Mara Wilson and Nevo Zisin).

‘I love reading but I love 
reading even more when 
it is a part of movements 
and activism, pushing the 
boundaries and making 
change in the way we 
function as a society.’

MWF18 Audience Survey
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Our Places and Spaces

Animal Church at 524 Flinders
Animal Church was a purpose-built performance 
and installation space for writers and audiences 
to reflect on loved and lost animal lives and the 
role animals have played as muse in art and 
literature. Animal Church was a completely 
animal-themed talks and music venue, with 
Indigenous stories, poetry, fiction, science 
writing and singalongs. Over the Festival, 
visitors contributed photos of their own lost 
animal friends, creating a shared installation 
where we celebrated and healed together. 

Melbourne’s Museums
Bookending the Festival with two giant evenings 
of performance and community, our Opening 
and Closing Night galas were hosted at the 
magnificent Melbourne Museum. The Museum 
was also home to a sell-out walking tour series 
The Muse in Museum. People snapped up tickets 
to Book Clubs at the Immigration Museum, 
20-person events hosted by some of our most 
popular authors including Irvine Welsh, 
Bob Carr and Michelle de Kretser. Immigration 
Museum was also home to an inaugural 
‘Sunday Salon’ session of specially curated 
stages celebrating language, stories and identity. 

The University of Melbourne
At Industry Insights, MWF’s professional 
development stream presented in partnership 
with The University of Melbourne, aspiring 
writers honed their craft across fiction, poetry 
and podcasting in seminars and masterclasses 
with local and international writers.

Local Libraries
The Festival reached audiences in the suburbs 
and regions, bringing local and international 
Festival guests to 20 local libraries from 
Frankston to Warrnambool. These sessions 
attracted an audience of over 1330 people. 

Footscray Community Arts Centre
Westside Words, our collaboration with 
Footscray Community Arts Centre, connected 

Our program brought literary arts to 
Melbourne’s most iconic venues and 
created brand new spaces to broaden 
the experience for our communities. 

While the majority of venues were all 
outstanding Festival hubs, alternative venues 
across Melbourne were also utilised in often 
surprising ways. Audiences enjoyed a unique 
theatre experience at the Royal Botanic Gardens 
Victoria, storytelling on the Melbourne Star 
Observation Wheel in Docklands, cutting-edge 
conversations and music in historic Melbourne 
theatres such as the Athenaeum and Thornbury 
Theatre — and perhaps most surprising of all — 
Melbourne General Cemetery became home to 
an immersive app-guided experience that mixed 
real-life documentary with music and touching 
speculation about the fate that awaits us all. 

Fed Square, ACMI and ArtPlay
With the lion’s share of the program presented 
within the Fed Square precinct, audiences 
and artists relaxed in the Festival Bar at Beer 
DeLuxe, explored the Readings Festival Bookshop, 
visited book signings and the pop-up box 
office, and shared their experience with our 
Festival scribes. Young readers grew their love of 
literature at ArtPlay on the banks of the Yarra, 
with immersive workshops and performances 
catering for kids aged 2 to 12. Teens also had 
the opportunity to get up close and personal 
with much-loved YA authors at sessions and 
workshops at Signal, on the city’s Northbank.

Mission to Seafarers
The heritage-listed building was a Festival hub, 
showcasing talks events in the boat-shaped 
pulpit of the beautiful Mission to Seafarers 
Chapel and free events in the nautical-themed 
front bar. The program included conversations, 
a literary dance class and an art school experience 
where visiting authors sat as subjects for Festival 
attendees to sketch. The Mission to Seafarers 
Dome was home to a team of tattooists 
for the duration of the Festival, available to 
ink punters’ literary passions to their skin. 

audiences with the diverse perspectives and 
practices of writers and artists based in 
Melbourne’s inner west communities, through 
performance and discussion. Amplifying 
the stories and voices of the region, events 
included West Writers Group in performance, 
and a workshop for younger creatives. 

Afro Hub
We celebrated African diaspora talent 
in all its diversity with Afro Hub, a social 
enterprise supporting African communities 
within the Melbourne region.

Two performance events in Fed Square were 
supported by Afro Hub and a third event 
was conducted at Afro Hub’s premises in 
Carlton, a workshop and networking event 
to help emerging writers understand the 
‘how to’ of getting a book published.
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‘I loved the 
Animal Church 

setup as a place to 
reflect on our pets and 

others. It was a calm, 
warm, inviting space.’ 

MWF18 
Audience Survey
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Our Community 
Connections
Our program is for everyone who reads and is interested in the craft of 
writing, no matter their background, location or budget. We developed 
curated journeys to excite and engage our diverse demographics. 

Almost a quarter of our artists identify as 
a person of colour. At MWF18 we tackled 
conversations around the cultural, social and 
political issues surrounding race with artists 
such as Ta-Nehisi Coates, Santilla Chingaipe, 
Inez Trambas, and Homecoming Queens 
creators Michelle Law and Corrie Chen.

Asian Conversations
As well as robust engagement initiatives 
with Melbourne’s international student 
sector, MWF18 also represented a broad 
spectrum of Asian cultures within the 
program. Highlights included ‘Writers 
Across Borders’ and ‘WrICE Papers Salon’.  

International Students
Stories by Victoria’s international students were 
featured at MWF18 as part of the Me & Melbourne 
storytelling competition, held in partnership 
with Study Melbourne for the third year in a row. 
The competition asked students to reflect on 
their time and experience studying in Victoria 
by creating and sharing their stories in both 
written and visual forms. More than 2200 people 
voted for their favourite Me & Melbourne story.

Kids and Teens
A creative playground for all ages, Melbourne 
Writers Festival featured a plethora of family-
fun events. Fourteen events were scheduled 
across the ten-day program specially for kids 
and teens outside of the Schools’ Program, 
covering everything from songwriting to 
storytelling through movement. Free events 
and workshops were also conducted for young 
people aged 13 to 25 at Signal, a creative 
studio for young people located on the north 
bank of the Yarra River in Melbourne’s CBD. 

Emerging Artists
Events that showcase emerging artists and 
new practice are vital to MWF, with a remit to 
provide opportunity for early career artists to 
be centre stage alongside established voices. 
MWF18 included emerging singer/songwriters 
in discussion with career mentors — such as 
Kate Ceberano with newcomer to the music 
scene Kaiit — in the Duets series; writers such as 
Hayley Singer who shared their debut work in 
progress; and events featuring WRiCE artists in 
the culmination of a six-month cultural exchange 
program of Asian and Australian emerging writers. 

First Nations
Indigenous stories and experiences were 
showcased right throughout the program. 
Highlights included The John Button Oration 
given by Megan Davis, ‘Pretty for an Aboriginal: 
Set it Alight’ live podcast showcase, appearances 
by young and emerging voices Alice Skye and 
Mojo Juju, several appearances from celebrated 
local talent Tony Birch, and Miles Franklin Award 
winner Alexis Wright, who helped celebrate the 
awarding of the 2018 prize at the Festival.

Disability Cultures
The program encompassed events by a range of 
artists and authors who identify as living with 
disability. A number of events explored the lived 
experience of disability for writers and performers, 
from a performance and Q&A with self-described 
‘non-normative’ body activists Quippings, to a 
musical theatre take on Asperger’s Syndrome 
with The Aspie Hour. 6% of our audience 
also identified as living with disability.

LGBTIQ Communities
More than 15 events in the 2018 program had 
a focus on queer writers or content, including 
popular transgender YA fiction writer Juno 
Dawson, a dream dinner party curated by 
Benjamin Law centred on the topic of queers 
across generations, and a celebration of 
Magda Szubanski who was a guest at her 
own mock funeral, very much alive. MWF 
published a Queer Guide to the Festival to 
better welcome our LGBTIQ audience.

People of Colour
MWF is proud to bring together a diverse range 
of voices and give a platform to artists from 
many cultural and linguistic backgrounds. 

‘Inclusion. It was nice to see 
just so many different points 
of view, different experiences 
and different “types” of 
writer represented.’

MWF18 Audience Survey
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Our Audience Audience Satisfaction

Audience Location

380 
Number of events 

53,500 
Audience attendance 

40% 
First-time visitors  
to MWF 

91%
Agreed that they gained 
new knowledge, insights 
and ideas at MWF18

80%
Agreed they learned 
something about someone 
different to themselves

82%
Melbourne 
(inner 28%, outer 54%) 

10% 
Regional Victoria 

85% 
Agreed that MWF18 moved 
and inspired them

75%
Agreed they connected with 
other audience or authors

3.5 
Average events 
attended

87%
Likely to return 

82%
Likely to recommend 
to others  

‘I felt the program was one the 
best curated programs I have 
ever seen. Seeing the immense 
variety was the highlight!’

MWF18 Audience Survey

Knowledge

Diversity

Meaning

Connection
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Our Artists

536 
Festival artists 

18%
National 

76%
Victorian 

6%
International 

82%
Highly satisfied with 
communication, 
logistics and event 
preparation by MWF  

98%
Likely to recommend 
participation in 
MWF to other 
writers and artists  

‘In hindsight, it’s 
easy to know you’ve 

done the right thing. In the 
moment, you have to trust 

your feelings, your instincts.’ 

Ronan Farrow  
in conversation with  

Tracey Spicer 
at MWF18 
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Top Ten 
Favourites
Bestselling Books at MWF18

1.  No Friend But the Mountains by Behrouz 
Boochani (translated by Omid Tofighian)(Iran)

2. The Life to Come by Michelle de Kretser (Aus)

3. Boys Will Be Boys by Clementine Ford (Aus)

4. War on Peace by Ronan Farrow (US)

5.  Bridge Burning and Other Hobbies 
by Kitty Flanagan (Aus)

6. The Future is History by Masha Gessen (US)

7.  The Battle for Home by Marwa Al-Sabouni 
(Syria)

8. Where Am I Now? by Mara Wilson (US)

9.  Between the World and Me  
by Ta-Nehisi Coates (US)

10. The Shepherd’s Hut by Tim Winton (Aus)

Most Popular Events at MWF18

1.  Ronan Farrow: Power, Abuse & Facing Facts

2. Ta-Nehisi Coates: Writing Yourself into History

3. Paul Kelly: Other People’s Words

4. Kathy Lette: Girls’ Night In

5. Women of Letters

6. Opening Night Gala: You Are Here

7. A Toast: Leigh Sales’s Dream Dinner Party

8.  Kitty Flanagan’s School for 
Relationship Break-ups

9.  Sacred Texts: The Book That 
Made Me a Feminist

10.  Tim Winton & Judith Lucy Go 
to the Shepherd’s Hut
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‘My work is to 
give you what I know 
of my own particular 

path while allowing you 
to walk your own.’ 

Between the World and Me by 
Ta-Nehisi Coates. Pictured with 

Santilla Chingaipe at MWF18.
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Our Reach Publicity

Most Talked-About 
Guests

Magda Szubanski
Ronan Farrow 
Yassmin Abdel-Magied
Emily Nussbaum
Irvine Welsh
Tracey Spicer
Ta-Nehisi Coates
Tim Winton
Sisonke Msimang
Paul Kelly 
Andrew W.K.
Neko Case
Nakkiah Lui
Sarah Krasnostein
Benjamin Law 
Marwa Al-Sabouni
Masha Gessen
Anita Heiss
Chris Fleming

Media Highlights
ABC TV 
MWF experienced great support from ABC TV 
commencing with a Q&A literary special ahead 
of the Festival opening and multiple interviews 
on programs such as News Breakfast and The Mix. 

The Age
Extensive coverage in The Age including first 
weekend articles and reviews across News, 
Danny Katz’s column, Spectrum, Insight, 
Good Weekend and M Magazine.

The Guardian 
The Guardian allocated more resources in 2018 for 
extensive MWF coverage with more than 15 articles.

ABC Radio National
Extensive coverage included a live video where 
listeners were invited to ask questions, attracting 
250 questions in 20 minutes and 9600 views.

ABC Radio Melbourne
Multiple interviews on programs including Drive 
with Raf Epstien and The Conversation Hour with 
Jon Faine.

New Outlets
In 2018, coverage was also conducted by less 
traditional MWF media outlets including Broadsheet, 
Buzzfeed, Concrete Playground, Time Out, The 
Project, VICE, Triple J, Triple M and Nova 100.

10,000
Printed Festival 
brochures 

21,097
eNews subscribers 

127,517
Unique website users 

10,234
#MWF18 tweets
(from 2680 contributors)

5,285
Digital Festival 
brochure readers

2,550
Mobile app users

2,423
Media Hits

37,116
Blog visits

28,520
Twitter followers

22,370
Facebook page likes

9,103
Instagram followers
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‘It’s asking an 
extraordinary amount 

of another person to take 
the time to read what you’ve 
written. That it’s something 

they enjoy, is almost 
like a miracle.’ 

Andrew W.K. at MWF18 
Opening Night Gala
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Our Schools’ Program
Australia’s biggest literary 
festival for students

‘It’s great for 
students to 
experience a 
diverse and 
interesting range 
of literature and 
see writers from 
across different 
genres and styles.’ 

MWF18 Schools’ Survey

Most Popular Events

1. Dr Karl Q&A
2. Spoken Word Showcase
3. John Marsden Prize
4. How to Be Hilarious
5. OutLoud Eco!Slam

73
Events

37%
Of schools were 
first-time visitors 
to the program

79%
Of teachers said MWF 
increased student 
engagement with 
books and reading

13,212
Attendances

84
Artists

87%
Likely to return in 2019

86%
Of schools satisfied 
with calibre of writers

110
Schools 
(from 60 government 
schools and 50 private 
schools)

Engagement Satisfaction

‘Thanks for 
an excellent 

couple of sessions, 
the kids enjoyed 
them very much.’  

MWF18 Schools’ 
Survey
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Outside the  
Festival Season

The Book of Fête
Partnering with immersive theatre-makers 
and local art collective The Boon Companions, 
Melbourne Writers Festival presented a series of 
monthly affairs in 2018, each with a new theme, 
new location, and new array of secret special 
guests. The purpose? To build excitement 
with audiences and key stakeholders about 
MWF’s new artistic direction, introducing 
them to a new style of literary arts program. 

The Book of Fête was an intimate and 
immersive event series, which reached new 
and curious audiences, and invited over 
20 local writers, poets and songwriters to 
participate in a cross-disciplinary artistic 
context in four different venues: The Mission 
to Seafarers, Old Melbourne Gaol, Royal Botanic 
Gardens Victoria and State Library Victoria.

Showcase artists included local authors Cate 
Kennedy and Jennifer Down; singer-songwriters 
Mojo Juju, Mama Alto, and Kate Miller-Heidke; 
and poets Manisha Anjali and Sista Zai Zanda.
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Our People

Volunteers
In 2018, 270 Volunteers completed 4,759 hours 
across artist liaison, front of house, production 
and ticketing.

Digital Storytellers
Our Digital Storytellers program gives our 
audience another way to experience the Festival 
— by engaging six exciting voices to share their 
Festival adventures across digital platforms.

Programming Advisory Committees
MWF consults the skills and experience of 
experts in many genres, including those which 
appeal to school-aged people. In 2018 there 
were nine on the main advisory committee 
and six dedicated to schools programming.

Audience Advocates
Each year MWF appoints a committee of 
self-nominated Festival audience members 
to contribute to the development of that year’s 
Festival program. Working directly with artistic 
director Marieke Hardy, our 12 Audience Advocates 
in 2018 assisted the MWF programming team 
to ensure our Festival program is interesting, 
innovative and reflects the broad interests 
of Melbourne’s reading community.

‘The best thing 
was being part of 

a festival that was so 
diverse, informative 

and inspiring.’ 

MWF18 Volunteers Survey

As well as a small core team 
who work year-round, our 
MWF community comprises 
several other groups who assist 
in many ways to make the 
Festival happen each year.
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Our Supporters
Major Partners

Education Partners

Media Partners

Festival Partners

Cultural Partners

Venue Partners

Official Bookseller

Schools’ Program
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Festival Supporters
Afro Hub
Ancestry.com.au
APRA AMCOS
Australian Republic Movement
British Council
Cinema Nova
City of Greater Dandenong
Evan Evans
Faber Writing Academy
Footscray Community Arts Centre
Hargreaves Hill Brewing Co.
Immigration Museum
Milligram
Moleskine
Monash University
Noisy Ritual Urban Winery
PEN Melbourne
Public Record Office Victoria
Southern Metropolitan Cemeteries Trust
STARWARD Distillery
The Melbourne Gin Company
The Wheeler Centre
WrICE

Schools’ Program Supporters
Centre for Youth Literature, 
State Library Victoria
Immigration Museum
National Gallery of Victoria
Victorian Association for the 
Teaching of English

Patrons
Maria & Allan J Myers QC AC 
The Hart Line Fund attributed to the 
Australian Communities Foundation

Ambassadors
John Jerome Myers
Maureen & Tony Wheeler

Champions
BB & A Miller Fund attributed to the 
Australian Communities Foundation
Finkel Foundation
Rosemary Geer
Leg Up Foundation
Dr George & Rosa Morstyn

Guardians
Venessa Ahad
Phillip Benedetti 
Ann & Michael Cohn
Dominic Dirupo
Kate and Stephen Shelmerdine 
Family Foundation
Irene Kearsey
Bernard Marin
McLeod Family Foundation
Cecilia J Myers
Mark Rubbo OAM
Ricci Swart
Harrison Young

Melbourne Writers Festival Board
John Jerome Myers (Chair)
Jayne Dullard (Vice Chair)
Fahim Ahad (Treasurer)
Jill Campbell (Secretary)
Phillip Benedetti
Karen Monaghan
Jamila Rizvi
Bob Sessions AM
Jane Smith

Special Thanks
Our very special thanks go to CPR 
Communications & Public Relations; 
Festival videographer Alessandro Frosali and 
photographer Timothy Herbert; John Paxinos 
and Associates; the MWF Programming and 
Schools’ Programming Advisory Committees; 
our Audience Advocates; plus each and every 
one of the wonderful staff and volunteers who 
are essential to the success of the Festival.
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